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ON THE NEED FOR PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORYOF P -VORTICES, OR DOES SPAGHETTI CONFINEMENTPATTERN ADMIT CONDENSED-MATTER ANALOGUES?A. D. Mironov a;b*, A. Morozov b**aI. E. Tamm Department, P. N. Lebedev Physial Institute Russian Aademy of Sienes119991, Mosow, RussiabA. I. Alikhanov Institute for Theoretial and Experimental Physis117218, Mosow, RussiaT. N. Tomaras ***Department of Physis and Institute of Plasma Physis,University of Crete, and Fo.R.T.H., GreeeSubmitted 20 January 2005The intuition from ondensed matter physis is ommonly used to provide the ideas for possible on�nementmehanisms in gauge theories. Today, with a lear but puzzling �spaghetti� on�nement pattern arising from adeade of lattie omputer experiments and implying formation of a �utuating net of peuliar magneti vortiesrather than ondensation of homogeneously distributed magneti monopoles, the time is oming to reverse thelogi and searh for similar patterns in ondensed matter systems. The main e�et to be sought in a ondensedmatter setup is the simultaneous existene of narrow tubes (P -vorties or 1-branes) of the diretion-hangingeletri �eld and broader tubes (Abrikosov lines) of the magneti �eld, a pattern dual to the one presumablyunderlying the on�nement in gluodynamis. As one possible plae for this searh, we suggest the systems withoexisting harge-density waves and superondutivity.PACS: 11.15.-q, 12.38.Aw, 12.38.G, 71.45.Lr1. INTRODUCTIONA possible resolution of the on�nement prob-lem [1�12℄ should answer questions at two related butsomewhat di�erent levels1).*E-mail: mironov�itep.ru; mironov�lpi.a.ru**E-mail: morozov�itep.ru***E-mail: tomaras�physis.uo.gr1) We disuss on�nement as a pure gluodynamial problemand ignore all issues related to fermion ondensates and hiralsymmetry breaking. In the real-world QCD, the e�ets relatedto light quarks an be more important for a large part of hadronphysis and even the dominant on�nement mehanism may bedi�erent [9℄. Therefore, in the study of on�nement in gluody-namis, one should rely more upon omputer than aeleratorexperiments.We also do not dwell upon the promising �holisti� approahesto on�nement, exploiting various general properties of gluody-namis [10℄ or building one or another kind of self-onsistent ap-proximation to orrelation funtions [11; 12℄. Instead, we disussthe lattie experiment results providing a mirosopi desriptionof relevant �eld on�gurations and their ommon properties andaddress the question of whether this mysterious pattern has ever

(i) It should allow a reliable evaluation of variousquantities, suh as a gap in the spetrum of perturba-tions around the true vauum, the string tensions inthe area laws for the Wilson loops in di�erent repre-sentations, as well as the masses of glueballs and otherhadrons (when light quarks are taken into onsidera-tion).(ii) It should provide a simple qualitative �piture�of how the vauum is formed, how the linear poten-tial arises between remote soures with nonvanishingN -alities in the absene of light quarks, and how themassive olorless hadrons are formed in the absene aswell as in the presene of light quarks.Of prinipal importane for development of theoret-ial (not omputer-experimental) quantitative methodsat level (i) would be identi�ation of the true vauumjvai � a funtional of �elds at a given moment oftime, whih is the lowest eigenstate of the nonpertur-been observed in other types of physial systems.381



A. D. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005bative Yang �Mills Hamiltonian, � with all the othereigenstates presumably separated from jvai by a non-vanishing gap.The relevant approah to (ii) would rather identifya relatively small subspae in the spae of all �eld on-�gurations (labeled by a sort of olletive oordinates)and substitute the original problem of Yang �Mills dy-namis by that of a more or less familiar medium, theQCD aether (like a gas of monopoles or P -vorties, adual superondutor or something else). The underly-ing belief here is that the original funtional integralat low energies reeives a dominant ontribution froma restrited set of �eld on�gurations, and an there-fore be substituted by some more familiar e�etive the-ory, desribing (at least qualitatively) the low-energyquantities as averages over this auxiliary medium andexpressing the problems of low-energy quantum Yang �Mills theory through those of the medium dynamis.Understanding of on�nement requires ertainahievements at both levels (i) and (ii): the existeneof a �piture� is what distinguishes �understanding�from just �alulability�, while the possibility to makealulations or at least estimates is a riterion for se-letion of the orret �piture� among the alternativeones.The problem of on�nement onsists of two parts:one should explain why(�) all gauge �elds are sreened (i.e., all glu-ons, eletri and magneti, aquire e�etive masses� �QCD) and(�) there nevertheless exists a peuliar long-rangeolor-eletri interation desribed by a narrow tubewhere eletri fore lines (arrying a �ux with nonva-nishing N -ality, i.e., in the representation that annotbe obtained in a produt of adjoints, suh that the tubeis stable against string-breaking aused by reation ofa set of gluons) are ollimated and give rise to the lin-ear interation potential V (R) � �R at R � ��1QCD,with the string tension � � �2QCD and the string widthre � ��1QCD log(R�QCD).We all this double-fae situation the dual Meiss-ner �Abrikosov (MA) e�et.The spaghetti vauum pattern [6℄, to be disussedbelow, implies that, in addition to (�) and (�),() one more long-range interation survives, de-sribed by a very narrow tube (P -vortex or 1-brane),with ollimated olor-magneti fore lines, populatedby 0-branes, looking in ertain aspets like magnetimonopoles and antimonopoles, with the diretion of themagneti �eld reversed at the loations of the 0-branes,(Æ) the P -vorties an merge and split, they form adense net perolating through the whole volume.

Thus, in some sense, the dual MA e�et is omple-mented by a kind of the ordinary MA e�et, althoughthe magneti Abrikosov tubes arry an essential ad-ditional struture (moreover, as we disuss below, theoversimpli�ed desription of this struture given in ()is not gauge-invariant and hene is not fully adequate).2. SCREENING IN THE ABELIAN THEORYIt is well known that the MA e�et per se does notrequire a non-Abelian gauge theory for its manifesta-tion. It an already be disussed at the Abelian level.There are many ways to obtain one or another kindof the sreening e�et (�), and many of them allow oneor another kind of long-range interations to survive.Massive photon. Complete sreening with nolong-range interations is desribed by the e�etive La-grangian of the type1e2F 2�� +m2A2�: (1)It expliitly breaks gauge invariane and ontains non-propagating degrees of freedom A0, giving rise to aninstantaneous, but still sreened, interation.Debye sreening. It ours in ordinary ondu-tors, eletrolytes, and some phases of plasma and isdesribed by the e�etive Largangian1e2F 2�� �Eim2�2 Ei: (2)It expliitly breaks the Lorentz invariane and om-pletely sreens stati eletri �elds, while magneti andtime-osillating eletri �elds remain long-range. Themassive term is usually produed by the proess showna bFig. 1. The origin of the gauge �eld mass in the Debyesreening mehanism. a) The ase where harged pati-les are originally in the medium. The entire diagram isproportional to the onentration n0 of these partilesin the medium. For nonvanishing temperatures (un-avoidable in any lattie alulations), n0 is never zero(but an be exponentially small). b) The ase wherethe harged pairs are greated in the medium (inludingthe physial vauum) by the gauge �eld itself. In thisase, the sreening is usually muh softer and an re-sult in a slow running of the oupling onstant ratherthan in exponential sreening382



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 On the need for phenomenologial theory of P -vorties : : :in Fig. 1, with m2 being proportinal to the onentra-tion n0 of the eletri harges in the medium. If theseharges are not originally present, then m2 / n0 eitherdue to nonvanishing temperature, or, if the tempera-ture is zero, to the probability of harge � antihargereation by an imposed external eletri �eld. Thisprobability, and hene m2, normally ontains extrapowers of 4-momenta, suh that the sreening meh-anism beomes essentially softened and leads, for ex-ample, to the slow running oupling phenomenon inQED and QCD, desribed (in these Lorentz-invariantases) by the e�etive LagrangianF�� 1e2(�)F�� : (3)In 3+1 dimensions, the �-dependene is just logarith-mi, at least in the leading approximation, and heneno real sreening ours, gauge �elds remain massless.In non-Abelian theories, magneti interations also en-ter the game, produing the anti-sreening e�et in (3),overweighting the sreening one [13℄. It is not quitelear whether just this anti-sreening ould lead to theon�nment e�et beyond the leading-logarithm approx-imation (see, e.g., [11℄).To be more preise, in realisti systems, the e�etiveLagrangian (in the ase of a linear response, i.e., weak�elds) is expressed in terms of the dieletri onstant2)�ij � �Æij � kikjk2 � �?(!;k) + kikjk2 �k(!;k);L = 1e2 �F 2�� + (�? � 1)E2 + (�? + �k) �� �divE 1�2 divE�� ; (4)and is not universal, beause the frequeny and mo-mentum dependene of �k and �? an be very di�erentin di�erent regimes. Important for the Debye sreening(long-distane exponential deay of the �eld orrelator)is the presene of a singularity in the longitudinal di-eletri onstant at large distanes (small k2) [15℄:�k = 1+ e2m2k2 +O(!);2) We note that the formulation in terms of the dieletri on-stant and magneti permeability � an be useful in the searhfor solid-state ounterparts of the on�nement phenomenon (see,e.g., [14℄): the eletri on�nement (similarly to that in QCD)an be desribed by � = 0, while the magneti on�nement (sim-ilarly to the Meissner e�et in superondutors) is attributed to� = 0.

where the omitted terms desribe a highly nontrivialfrequeny dependene. Indeed, the stati orrelator ishEiEji � kikj�kk2 = kikjk2 + P00 ; (5)where P00 = (�k � 1)k2 is the stati value of the om-ponent of the photon polarization operator P�� (the�eletri� mass [16℄).Dual Debye sreening. It is desribed by a duale�etive Largangian of the type1e2F 2�� +Him2�2 Hi (6)and imply sreening of stati magneti �elds. It is un-lear whether any ondensed-matter systems with thistype of behavior have already been disovered. In or-dinary eletrodynamis without magneti harges, wehave a ounterpart of (5),hHiHji = k2Æij � kikjk2 + P ; (7)where the �magneti� mass P is given by the stativalue of the spatial omponents of the photon polar-ization operator (Pij !=0= �Æij � kikj=k2�P due to thegauge invariane). In a gas of magneti monopoles, itbeomes (see Polyakov's book in [1℄)hHiHji = Æij � kikjk2 +M2 : (8)Chern �Simons sreening. It is desribed by thepeuliar gauge-invariant Lagrangian,1e2F 2�� +m�:::������:::�A�F�� : (9)It desribes aspets of the Hall e�et and related phe-nomena, is Lorentz invariant (m is a salar) only in 2+1dimensions, and � only in this dimension � makesthe photon massive, but still the long-range Aharo-nov �Bohm interation survives [17℄.Abelian Higgs model. The ordinary (notthe dual) Meissner �Abrikosov e�et is modeled bythe Abelian Higgs (Landau �Ginzburg) e�etive La-grangian 1e2F 2�� + jD��j2 + �(j�j2 �m2)2: (10)After � ondenses, h�i = mei�, the gauge �elds beomemassive, thus giving rise to e�et (�): the Meissnere�et for magneti and eletri �elds. However, themass is atually aquired not by the A� �eld but bythe gauge-invariant ombination Â� = A� � ���, and383



A. D. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005hene the mode Â� = 0 an still propagate throughlarge distanes, whih explains e�et (�): emergene ofAbrikosov tubes. Â� = 0 does not imply that A� = ���is a pure gauge if �(x) is singular and HC A� dx� 6= 0 forsome ontours C. In an Abrikosov tube strethed alongthe z axis, � = artg(y=x) is the angle in the xy planeand C is any ontour in this plane enirling the ori-gin. Beause � is the phase of the smooth �eld �, themodulus j�j should vanish on the z axis, where � is notwell de�ned, i.e., the ondition jh�ij = m is destroyedin the viinity of z axis, in a tube with the ross se-tion � = �r2m. This leads to the energy �m4� per unitlength of the tube, while the energy of the magneti�ux � in the tube is � (�=�)2� = �2=�. Minimiza-tion of the sum of these terms with respet to � de�nesthe harateristi width of the tube�m = �r2m � �p�a2 :If eletri harges q smaller than that of the Higgs�eld � are present in the theory, then q� an be smallerthan 1 and the Aharonov �Bohm e�et is observedwhen suh harges travel around the Abrikosov tubeat any distane: thus, even though all gauge �elds aremassive, the Aharonov �Bohm interation also remainslong-range (unsreened) [18℄.The tehnial reason allowing magneti Abrikosovlines to exist is that the equation Fxy = Æ(x)Æ(y) anbe easily solved:Ax = �x artg yx ; Ay = �y artg yx;and the Higgs �eld just provides a soure of the neededform, with the eletri urrentJx = �yFxy = Æ(x)Æ0(y); Jy = ��xFxy = �Æ0(x)Æ(y)rotating around the z axis.To obtain an eletri Abrikosov line, we need tosolve the equation F0z = Æ(x)Æ(y), whih violatesBianhi identity and requires the existene of a mag-neti urrent (rotating around the z axis) and hene,in a Lorentz-invariant setting, of magneti harges(monopoles)3). Therefore, in order to desribe on�ne-ment with properties (�) and (�), where the dual MAe�et is needed, the dual Abelian Higgs model (the dual3) Similarly, in order to have a magneti tube, where the�eld is not onstant along the line (in partiular, hangesdiretion at some points za), we must solve the equationFxy = 12 Æ(x)Æ(y)Qa sign(z�za), whih violates Bianhi identityat x = y = 0, z = za and therefore requires magneti harges(monopoles) at these points.

superondutor model), is often used, where the Higgs�eld ~� is magnetially harged, i.e., interats with thedual �eld ~A�, suh that~F�� = �� ~A� � �� ~A� = 12�����F�� = �������A� :In this type of senarios, the role of non-Abelian degreesof freedom is thought to be the imitation of Higgs de-grees of freedom (see, e.g., W� in Eq. (20) below andRef. [19℄) and the problem is to �nd a mehanism lead-ing to their appropriate ondensation.As already mentioned, the lattie experiments (seeSe. 4 below) imply that the real pattern (and, perhaps,the mehanism) of on�nement an be more sophisti-ated and may imply the oexistene of (�) eletriand () strutured magneti tubes. Therefore, it is im-portant to note that no Abelian model is known thatallows the oexistene of magneti and eletri MA ef-fets, e.g., no e�etive Lagrangian of the form1e2F 2�� +m2mÂ2� +m2e ~̂A�2 (11)is allowed. Therefore, if suh oexistene is not an arti-fat of lattie experiments (whih is not onsidered tooprobable nowadays), it requires onstrution of moresophistiated models. A natural hope is that suhmodels an be straightforwardly built in modern stringtheory (involving branes) and realized in ondensed-matter systems.We note that some kind of restoration, at leastpartial, of eletro�magneti duality present in Abelianphotodynamis is needed. This duality is usually bro-ken by all known relevant modi�ations: by the intro-dution of eletri harges (without adding their mag-neti ounterparts), by embedding into a non-Abeliantheory (where eletri and magneti interations of glu-ons are di�erent), by the addition of a Chern � Simonsterm, or by oupling to Higgs salars and going to asuperonduting phase. Lattie experiments stronglysuggest the need for some � yet unstudied (topolog-ial, i.e., with the �eld ontent of a �eld, not string,theory) � stringy phases with both �fundamental� andD1 strings present, where sreening and MA phenom-ena do not ontradit the eletromagneti duality.3. 3d COMPACT QEDThe sample example [2℄ of the on�nement proof inthe Abelian (2+1)-dimensional ompat eletrodynam-is (embedded into the non-Abelian Georgi �Glashowmodel to justify ompatness and provide ultraviolet384



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 On the need for phenomenologial theory of P -vorties : : :regularization, rendering the instanton ation �nite) a-tually deals with random on�nement [6, 12℄ and withWilson's on�nement riterion [1℄: not �uxes but theirsquares aquire vauum averages, h�i = 0, h�2i 6= 0,and this su�es to provide the area-law behavior forthe Wilson loop averages. In this example, the rele-vant medium in 2 spae dimensions is obtained as atime slie of an instanton gas with Debye sreening.Instantons in the Abelian (2 + 1)-dimensional theoryare just the ordinary 3-dimensional monopoles and an-timonopoles with the magneti �eldsH� = ����F �� = �g r�r3 ; (12)or H� = �g r�(r2 + "2)e�r=�; (13)where � and � provide the respetive ultraviolet (fromthe underlying non-Abelian theory) and infrared (fromthe Debye sreening in the monopole�antimonopolegas) regularizations; g is the monopole harge, nor-malized suh that 2eg = integer. Thus, the mediumlooks like a set of appearing and disappearing vortex �antivortex pairs with the pseudosalar 2d magneti andvetor 2d eletri �eldsB = �ijF ij = � gt(x2 + t2)3=2 ;Ei = F0i = �g �ijxj(x2 + t2)3=2 : (14)The �eld Ei produed by the time variation of B hasnontrivial vortiity and hene ontributes to the ret-angular Wilson average over this medium,*exp0�ie IC (A0 dt+Ai dxi)1A+ == *exp0�ie ZS E � dx dt1A+ ; (15)where the ontour C lies in the xt plane and S inter-sets the xy plane by a segment ~C. The ontributionof a vortex to the integral R~C E � dx is equal to� LZ�L y dx(x2 + y2 + t2)3=2 � � 2yy2 + t2 (16)for L � py2 + t2 (with the distane py2 + t2 atu-ally bounded from above by the Debye radius �) andfurther integration over t gives�4�g� = �2�g yjyj = �2�gsigny (17)

for the ontribution of a vortex provided the vortexlies in a slie of width � � L around the surfae S.This �ux is one-half of the full �ux 4�g of the harge-gmonopole. The fator 1=2 appears here beause onlyhalf of the vortiity of E ontributes to the integral.Beause ontributions of vorties and antivorties haveopposite signs, the average of R E dx dt itself is of oursevanishing, but the even powers of this integral, andhene the Wilson exponential, an have nonvanishingaverages. The simplest estimate with the help of Pois-son distributions gives [20℄hexp0�ie IC (A0 dt+Ai dxi)1Ai == 1Xn+;n�=0 �e��n �nn+n+! � �e��n �nn�n�! ��� exp(4�ieg(n+ � n�)�) == exp(�2�n(1� os(4�eg�))): (18)Beause the average number of ontributing vortiesand antivorties is �n = �ASn0, where AS is the areaof the surfae S and n0 is the onentration of vorties(depending primarily on the instanton ation, whih isin turn de�ned by the ultraviolet regularization), weobtain the area law for the Wilson loop, at least for theminimal value eg = 1=2 allowed by the Dira quantiza-tion ondition4). The average*exp0�ie IC (A0 dt+Ai dxi)1A+ == *exp0�ie ZS B dx dy1A+ (19)of a spae-like Wilson loop with S lying in the xy planeand bounded by the urve C an be alulated simi-larly. This average is given by the same formula (18).Another interpretation of the same alulation [3℄implies that the distribution of vorties is a�eted bythe presene of the loop, suh that the vorties and an-tivorties are onentrated around the surfae S andsreen it. 4. CONFINEMENT IN 4dIn 3+1 dimensions, no suh simple alulation from�rst priniples is yet known. The main di�erene is that4) There are orretions to this oversimpli�ed alula-tion [20; 21℄, whih an in partiular destroy the predition in(18), that on�nement disappears for even magneti harges(when the relevant �ux � is integer).11 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 2 (8) 385



A. D. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005ordinary instantons in 3 + 1 dimensions are no longerharged: their �eld vanishes too fast at in�nity and,therefore, the on�nement mehanism should involvean additional dissoiation of instantons into somethinglike magnetially harged merons [3, 22℄. Time sliesof instantons are now 3-dimensional objets, namelymonopole-antimonopole pairs (if viewed in a speialgauge), and the instanton desribes the proess of theirspontaneous reation and annihilation.The expetation is that in the dense instantongas (or liquid), reombination takes plae betweenmonopoles and antimonopoles from di�erent pairs, thuspiking up a hain of instantons from the liquid (seeFig. 2).The spaghetti vauum pattern implies that suhhains are atually spread out through the entire vol-ume and form a �perolating luster� [20, 23℄.As in the (2+1)-dimensional ase, the eletri �eldswith nonvanishing vortiities, aused by the movingmonopoles and antimonopoles, ontribute to the Wil-son averages in 3 + 1 dimensions and give rise to thearea laws.At the moment, there is no absolutely onviningtheoretial argument in favor of this kind of ideas; in-stead, they reeived onsiderable support from om-puter experiments.�Experimental� lattie results. Lattie om-puter simulations are primarily targeted at produingqualitative results in the spirit of (i) and thus at pro-viding a proof that the Yang �Mills funtional integralindeed desribes a theory with a mass gap, a linear
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: : :: : :: : :Fig. 2. Possible phases of the reombinant plasma ofthe instanton gas: a) Reombinant phase (ordinary in-stanton gas in 3 + 1 dimensions): eah instanton isthe proess of reation and annihilation of a monopo-le�antimonopole pair. b) Transition to the jumping re-ombinant phase (instantons dissoiated into merons):reated pairs do not oinide with annihilating pairs.The dashed domain orresponds to a meron. ) Jum-ping reombinant phase: a hain is naturally formed

potential, a realisti hadroni spetrum, and realistihadron interations. Remarkably enough, these exper-iments ould also be used for researh in diretion (ii)and they indeed produed very inspiring results. Butup to now, the simulations are not very detailed andthe funtional integral is atually replaed by a sumover a rather small random subset of �eld on�gura-tions that are believed to give the dominant ontribu-tion. Aording to (ii), one an hope that most of thesedominant on�gurations have something in ommon �and this is what atually happens � providing a leardesription of the medium required in (ii).This experimentally disovered [24, 25℄ medium ap-pears to be somewhat unexpeted (see [6℄ for the origi-nal suggestion of this �Copenhagen spaghetti vauum�and [26℄ for omprehensive modern reviews and ref-erenes): it turns out to be �lled with peuliar one-dimensional objets (with two-dimensional world sur-faes) � P -vorties � whih in a ertain Abelian ap-proximation (see the next subsetion) look like narrow(of width rm � ��1QCD) tubes of magneti �eld, di-reted along the tube and hanging diretion to theopposite at loations of monopoles and antimonopoles,whih form a 1-dimensional gas inside the tube5).Suh objets are obviously stable against the reationof monopole�antimonopole pairs: suh proesses an-not break the tube into two, beause the magneti�ux through any setion outside the monopole oresis 1=26). The net of these diretion-hanging olor-magneti tubes �lls the entire spae [20℄ (forming a�perolating luster� [23℄)7), and in this medium thefore lines of olor-eletri �elds (emitted by souresof nonvanishing N -ality) also form tubes (of width5) In ontrast to the P -vorties themselves, the monopolesand antimonopoles inside them are di�ult to de�ne in a gauge-invariant way. Even the diretion of the tentative Abelian mag-neti �eld and hene the exat positions of monopoles and an-timonopoles inside the P -vortex are unphysial: they an behanged by gauge transformations. Indeed, to hange the dire-tion of an Abelian �eld strength F 3�� at a given point, it su�esto make a singular gauge transformation onjugating the �eldsby a unitary matrix like �1 at this point (although it is not ab-solutely lear how to make suh operation onsistent with themaximal Abelian projetion desribed in the next subsetion).There is still a ontroversy in the literature (see, e.g., [27℄ for dif-ferent points of view) about the atual internal struture of theP -vorties and the (dis)advantages of visualizing them in termsof monopoles and antimonopoles.6) This does not ontradit the possibility that isolatedmonopoles are sreened [28℄.7) In addition to the preolating luster, there also exists a vari-ety of nonperolating ones, also populated by monopoles. Thereis no agreement in the literature on whether these nonperolat-ing lusters are lattie UV-artifats or they atually ontributein the ontinuum limit.386



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 On the need for phenomenologial theory of P -vorties : : :re � ��1QCD), thus giving rise the to the on�nementphenomenon. In lattie experiments, the area laws forapproriate Wilson-loop averages are expliitly veri�edand the P -vorties from perolating luster are shownto give the dominant ontribution to the string ten-sions. Theoretially, the ontribution of P -vorties tothe string tension depends on their abundane, and oneof the tasks of the theory is to explain the origin of themedium of P -vorties and ensure its onsisteny withLorentz invariane.So far, there is no lear theoretial explanation ofwhy and how suh a medium is formed in non-Abeliangauge theories and why � one formed � it an giverise to a dual Meissner e�et and lead to on�nement,although the (lattie) experimental evidene in favor ofthis pattern is rapidly growing.A serious drawbak of the published results of lat-tie experiments is that they do not provide the es-sential information about instanton-like and meron-likeon�gurations and their probable assoiation with theloalized P -vortex lusters; furthermore, they do notexpliitly study the on�gurations of ollimated olor-eletri fore lines between soures with nonvanishingN -ality (whih do not need to be fermions). Informa-tion about these olor-eletri tubes is extrated indi-retly from the study of Wilson averages. This is notenough to understand what happens to these tubes,for example, after the maximal Abelian projetion,and whether their ontent indeed looks like an Abelianeletri �eld exatly in the same projetion where theP -vorties look like the tubes of a diretion-hangingAbelian magneti �eld. Any data touhing upon thisissue would be extremely useful for further lari�ationof the situation.Maximal Abelian Projetion. The �P� in�P -vorties� omes from the word �projetion� [29℄.It is inspired from the way they are often sought andstudied, whih is not gauge invariant, even though theP -vorties themselves are in fat gauge invariant (seeFig. 3).A proedure alled the maximal Abelian proje-tion (MAP) is ommonly used8). It splits into twosteps. First, for every on�guration of the �elds Aa�(x),taken with the weight ditated by the true non-Abelianation, the �maximal Abelian gauge� is hosen byminimizing the lattie ounterpart of R W+� W�� (x) d4x8) Comparison with the results of lattie experiments inother Abelian approximations usually demonstrates that the(gauge noninvariant and neessarilly approximate) language ofmonopoles is most reliable in the MAP, the use of this languagein other alulational shemes an often be misleading [30℄.

a
bFig. 3. This �gure borrowed from the seminal pa-per [25℄ is the best existing illustration of what P -vorties are and what the maximal Abelian projetiondoes. a) A fragment of the distribution on �eld strengthin an original on�guration of �elds Aa�(x), from theset of the those �elds that give a dominant ontri-bution to the non-Abelian funtional integral. Thestrenghts are nonvanishing within a narrow tube, theP -vortex. Atually, the entire on�guration looks likea net of P -vorties, ontaining the �perolating lus-ter�, whih has proper saling properties and survives inthe ontinuum limit. The arrows indiate diretions inolor spae. b) The maximal Abelian gauge is hosen,whih minimizes R W+� W�� (x)d4x. It is just a hoieof gauge (�eld strenths are rotated), no approximationis involved. Certain strutures are learly seen in thedistribution of �eld strenghts inside the tube. ) Max-imal Abelian projetion is performed: W�� (x) are setequal to zero. The strutures seen in Fig. b turn intoa lear (but approximate) pattern of ollimated mag-neti fore lines, hanging diretion at the loation ofmonopoles and antimonopoles. No peaks of magnetienergy our at these loationsalong the gauge orbit. This �rst step is absolutely jus-ti�ed (although tehnially it su�ers from ambiguitiesaused by the existene of Gribov opies).This allows introduing the indued e�etive ation~S(A), obtained after integration over the other ompo-nents (W�� � A1� � iA2�, D�(A) � �� + ieA3�),exp�� ~S(A)� = Z DW+DW�Æ ���D�(A)W+� ��2��� det2FP (��D�(A))�� exp�� 1g2 � �F�� + (W+� W�� �W�� W+� )�2++jD�(A)W+� j2�� : (20)At the seond step, ~S(A) is used to de�ne Abelianorrelation funtions387 11*



A. D. Mironov, A. Morozov, T. N. Tomaras ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005hYi O(Aa�)iMAP � hYi O(W�� = 0; A3�)i == Z DA3�e� ~S(A3�)Yi O(W�� = 0; A3�): (21)This step implies that the true non-Abelian ation isused, i.e., ontributions from the virtual W�-bosonsin loops are inluded, although omitted from externallines. Therefore, the seond step � the projetion it-self � is an approximation:hYi O(W�� ; A3�)i 6=6= Z DA3�e� ~S(A3�)Yi O(W�� = 0; A3�): (22)Its experimentally disovered [31℄ surprising e�ieny(as ompared with the omplete answer inluding non-Abelian �elds) is often alled the hypothesis of Abeliandominane. Although theoretially so far unjusti�edand unontrollable, it provides a onvenient languagefor desription (visualization) of the on�nement phase:it is at this level that monopoles and antimonopoles ap-pear. Figure 3 an serve as an illustration of how theMAP works.The theoretial problem of evaluation of ~S(A) re-mains open. We refer to [19℄ for interesting attempts toidentify ondensating modes and vortex-like struturesin funtional integral (20) and to [32℄ for a supersym-metri model with BPS on�gurations that look likemagneti P-vorties populated by monopoles.5. ARE THERE CONDENSED-MATTERANALOGUES OF CONFINEMENT?Returning to the lattie results above, a naturalquestion to ask is whether anything similar an befound in other avatars of gauge theories, for exam-ple, in ondensed matter or plasma physis. There,one would rather expet to enounter a dual type ofmedium: eletri P -vorties formed by hains of pos-itive and negative eletri harges, onneted by nar-row tubes of eletri �elds with �uxes �1=2, and theordinary (magneti) MA e�et, implying formation ofmagneti-�eld tubes with a onstant unit �ux (and on-�nement of hypothetial magneti harges), aused byor at least onsistent with the existene of suh ele-tri P -vorties. In ondensed matter analogues, theunderlying non-Abelian Yang �Mills dynamis respon-sible for the formation of P -vorties should presumablybe replaed by some other dynamis (additional fores),

allowed in ondensed matter systems. The whole sit-uation (the oexistene and even mutual in�uene ofeletri P -vorties and magneti MA e�et) is alreadyexoti enough to make one wonder if anything like thisan our in any kind of natural matter systems.The main e�et to be sought in a ondensed mat-ter setup is the simultaneous existene of narrow tubes(P -vorties) of diretion-hanging eletri �eld andbroader tubes (Abrikosov lines) of magneti �eld �a dual pattern to the one underlying the spaghetti on-�nement mehanism of gluodynamis. This learly im-plies that superondutivity (from the dual superon-dutor senario), if relevant at all, should be of a moresophistiated nature than just the single-�eld onden-sation (monopole ondensation), the superondutingorder should be aused by or at least oexist with anorder of some other type (responsible for the formationof P -vorties). This looks almost like the requirementthat the Meissner �Abrikosov e�et (for the magneti�eld) oexists with (or, perhaps, is even implied by) thedual Meissner �Abrikosov e�et (for the eletri �eld),but atually the tubes of the eletri �eld should be dif-ferent: they should have an internal struture, namelya one-dimensional gas of positive and negative eletriharges, the eletri �eld along the tube that hangesdiretion at the loations of these harges and be stableagainst possible �string breaking� aused by reationor annihilation of harge�hole pairs. Moreover, thewidth of eletri tubes should/an be di�erent (muhsmaller?) than that of magneti tubes.The main goal of this paper is to bring these issuesto the attention of experts in other �elds, suh as on-densed matter and plasma physis and to emphasizethe fat that the disovery of a similar piture aris-ing under any irumstanes would be of great help forthe development of the on�nement theory and in par-tiular for the understanding of possible 2-dimensionalvortex theories living on the world sheets of the rele-vant branes, as well as of the phase struture of thesetheories9). If, on the ontrary, no suh pattern exists in9) Among other things, it would be interesting to exploit theidea of the topologial on�nement, whih, in di�erent versions,often works in ondensed matter physis. A harateristi fea-ture of the topologial on�nement is that it depends on thedynamis of the theory only through the properties of partiularexitations (quasipartiles), while their interations do not mat-ter. For example, one-dimensional objets an be tied and, there-fore, be unseparable, and this an work for real one-dimensionalexitations, like Abrikosov tubes, and for point-like magnetimonopoles and/or hedgehogs that have Dira strings attahed.In pratie, topologial on�nement an look very similar to themehanism we disuss throughout the paper. See [33; 34℄ forsome examples, see also [35℄.388



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 128, âûï. 2 (8), 2005 On the need for phenomenologial theory of P -vorties : : :ondensed matter physis, this would one again em-phasize the peularities of non-Abelian gauge theories(where elementary quanta arry more struture thanjust point-like harges and thus the naive sreening be-havior is from the very beginning substituted by antis-reening and further nonnaive phenomena are naturallyexpeted to our).The rest of this paper is purely speulative, addedfor enouragement: in order to demonstrate that su-perondutivity (probably responsible for the magnetiMeissner �Abrikosov e�et) an indeed oexist withsome kind of the dual order at least (although the ex-ample below falls short from exhibiting narrow tubesof the diretion-hanging eletri �eld).Charge density waves. As a possible (but by nomeans unique) andidate analogue of the eletri P -vorties, we suggest the harge density waves (CDW);the questions that then arise are:(a) are there any tube-like CDWs with a harge den-sity similar to �(x; y; z) � Æ(2)(x; y) sin z and (perhaps,diretion-hanging) eletri fore lines ollimated alongthe z axis?(b) an the CDW oexist with superondutivity(SC), whih would be a natural reason for the Meiss-ner �Abrikosov e�et?() an the CDW ause or at least enhane super-ondutivity?(d) an the widths of the CDW-like P -vorties bemuh smaller than those of Abrikosov lines (where theCooper �Higgs-like ondensate is broken)?Remarkably, a very similar set of questions is ur-rently under intense investigation in onnetion withhigh-T superondutivity (where the adequate theo-retial pattern also remains unknown), and it lookslike the above possibilities are indeed open, as anbe seen in [36℄ and the referenes therein. Of ourse,the real media appearing in ondensed matter exam-ples have a lot of additional struture (primarily, thehighly anisotropi rystal lattie in the bakground,playing a key role in the formation of realisti CDW),whih one does not expet to �nd in gluodynamis.For loser analogues with gluodynamis, one an alsolook for phenomena in liquid He [33℄, dense relativistiplasma, segnetoeletris [14℄ or even biologial mem-branes [37℄. Still, we want to emphasize one again thattoday, when the formulation of a phenomenologial the-ory of P -vorties is so important, one needs to onsiderall examples where objets of this kind are presum-ably present, irrespetive of the underlying mirosopistruture, and the solid-state systems with the oexist-ing CDW and SC orders should not be negleted � es-peially beause, along with the on�nement in gauge

theories, they are now under lose srunity, and onsid-erable progress an result rather fast from omparisonof ideas from the two �elds.The simplest fats and ideas about the CDW-SCsystems, although not immediately oiniding with (a)�(d), do not seem to be in obvious ontradition. Therelevant properties seem to inlude the following list:� The CDW formation auses transition to an insu-lator phase (Peierls � Fröhlih �Mott transition), whilethe SC transition gives rise to a (super)ondutor.� Thus CDW and SC orders ompete with eahother, with CDW usually a stronger ompetitor thanSC [38℄.� The CDW and SC orders an nevertheless oexist[39, 40℄.� Even if both CDW and SC orders are not es-tablished simultaneously at long distanes, they inter-fere loally, one phase appears in the regions where theother is broken: SC appears in the viinity of CDWvorties and CDW appear in the viinity of Abrikosovlines [40℄. This an be enough, for example, to ob-tain the SC phase when CDW disloations perolatethrough the entire volume.The phenomenologial desriprion of the CDW is interms of eletron � phonon interations [41℄. We notethat the vetor nature of phonons makes them loserto the W -�elds in (20) than to the salar �elds used inAbelian Higgs model (10).6. CONCLUSIONThe theory of the Copenhagen spaghetti vauumshould, of ourse, be developed in the ontext ofstring theory. The appropriate name for P -vortiesis 1-branes. Monopoles living on these 1-branes are,naturally, 0-branes. The oexistene of eletri andmagneti Abrikosov tubes should be modeled by thatof oexisting �fundamental strings� and D1 branes.The problems raised in this paper are related to thelak of any �underlying model� for whih the theoryof strings and branes would be an e�etive model, thelak whih seriously undermines the progress in mod-ern string theory. We emphasize that the spaghettivauum in gluodynamis an by itself provide suh amodel and we also suggest to start a more extensivesearh for possible underlying models in modernondensed-matter physis.We are grateful to T. Mironova for help in mak-ing �gures. This work was supported in part by theEU under the RTN ontrat MRTN-CT-2004-512194.389
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